Organized between 16 February – 21 April 2013 for children between the ages of 4 – 14, the educational program “Magic Dessert” offered children the opportunity to discover Modern Arab Art through the exhibition Between Desert and Sea: A Selection from the Jordan National Gallery of Fine Arts.

Sea and Sky
Where does the sea end, and sky begin? What is the horizon? How many colours does the sea have? After studying artworks featuring the sea and the sky, children made their own art using acrylic paints.

Animals of the Desert
After learning more about the animals of the desert and their habitat, children shaped their own through clay.

Picture on Water: Paper Marbling
Children learned more about the traditional art of paper marbling, transferring the magical shapes of paint from water to paper.

Story in the Box
At this diorama workshop, children took inspiration from the artworks they have seen or from any story they remember, creating their own stage design using cardboard and various other materials to recreate the story in a box.